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1 
The problem of finding analytic conditions for the existence and uniqueness 
of periodic motions of an autonomous differential equation is considered 
in [5, p. 751, where some results of V. Korolov concerning the existence of 
an attracting periodic orbit are stated. As it is easy to show, the closed orbits 
encountered by Korolov [l, 21 are elementary [6] attracting periodic motions. 
In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of an elementary attracting periodic motion of an autonomous system as the 
only invariant set contained in a given positively invariant region Q of 
phase space. 
In a previous work (see [3, section 51) we have obtained other results in the 
same direction; however, here our purpose is to find conditions in terms of the 
second member of the differential equation and in such a way that the open 
character of the property under consideration can be recognized at once 
by mere inspection of each one of them. As a consequence, our present 
results look more satisfactory, at least from the “quantitative” point of view, 
than the results of [3] mentioned above (see Remarks (iii)-(v) below). 
On the other hand, the results of Korolov refer to a situation less general 
than the one considered here: his 8 is the product of an annulus in R2 = 
{(x, y)} by an (n - 2)-cell and the l-form -y dx + x dy is assumed to be 
monotone on the solutions of the differential equation. Furthermore, he 
only obtains sufficient conditions for the existence of an attracting periodic 
motion (see also Remark (v) at the end of the paper). 
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Let us say, finally, that although our results concern analytic vector fields 
defined in Ii@, they can be generalized, using the same methods, for P-flows 
taking place in a differentiable manifold. 
2 
Let X be a real analytic vector field defined in some open subset of Rn 
and ~(x, t), t E R, the solution of 3i = X(x) through x, i.e., q~(x, 0) = x. 
Since X is analytic, it may be extended to some open subset of 0; we shall 
sometimes consider the real solution ~(3, t) through a point x E Cn and also 
the complex solution q(x, t + si), t, s E R, through such a point. Also, we 
shall still write C* for the 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold determined 
by (P, h), where h: Cn -+ Rzn is defined by 
4x1 ,..., xn) = (4(x1 + %,), +(x1 - %),..., Q(x, + %), -i&h - %J). 
A function f defined in some subset of C” and with values in Cm will be 
called real if f(x) E Rm f or x E R”. Vector fields and differential forms will be 
called real if their coordinates with respect to the corresponding standard 
basis are real functions. Manifolds or submanifolds will be considered without 
boundary unless otherwise stated. (The rest of the terminology and notation 
is also standard.) 
Let Q be an n-dimensional differentiable compact submanifold with 
boundary of Rn contained in the domain of definition of X. For brevity, we 
shall say that Sz is admissible if at each x of the boundary of 52, the vector field 
X points to the interior of Q. If Q is admissible, it contains a maximal v- 
invariant set, say I, which is compact. 
Now we shall state some of the results of [3] that will be applied afterward. 
An attractor like I will be called C-generic if it is stable as an invariant subset 
of the real extension of the flow to a P-neighborhood of 52; see [3, p. 1831. 
(a) Assume that I is a periodic motion. Then I is elementary if and only 
if it is C-generic. 
Proof. See [3, Theorem 11. 
(b) Assume that I is C-generic. Then there exists a C*-neighborhood E 
of Q and a sequence t, + co such that p(x, tn) converges uniformly on E to a 
real analytic retraction 01. Furthermore, a(Q) = I and I is an analytic submanifold 
of lilt. 
Proof. See [3, Lemmas 1, 2, and 31. 
(c) If I is C-generic, it is a deformation retract of Sz. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 of [3]. 
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Let w be a real analytic closed l-form defined in a neighborhood of J2 
and such that 
WAX> > 0 
for each x E .Q. If e, is a real potential function of w, then v is defined, in a 
suitable P-neighborhood of Q, modulo real numbers, and consequently 
Im(w) is there a well-defined function. Since 
d(Im(o)) = Im(w), 
we have that 
d(Im(%(iX) = Refw&W 
which is different from zero if x E C” is close enough to Q. By the implicit 
function theorem it follows that there is an open P-neighborhood of Sz 
whose intersection with (x E C”: Im(v(x)) = O] is a connected (2n - l)- 
dimensional submanifold M of 0. To each Q and w in the above conditions 
we associate in this way, a submanifold M(S2, w) of C* contained in the 
domain of X and w, and such that wz(X) # 0 for x E M(Q, w). 
If w,(X) = 1 for x E s2, w(X) = 1 in a P-neighborhood of M(S2, w) and 
in this case-the vector field X is tangent to M. In fact, from 
it follows that 
In-$&-O, 9)) = ImMx>); 
thus, if x E M(sZ, w) and t is small enough, 9(x, t) also belongs to M(Q, w). 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that 52 is admissible and that w,(X) = 1 for 
x E 9. Then I is an elementary attracting periodic motion if and only if the 
following conditions are ful$lled: 
(I) The integral homology groups of S2 are those of S. 
(2) There exists a compact d$ferentiable (2n - l)-dimensional submanifold 
with boundary H of M(J2, w), Q C H, such that for each x in the boundary of 
H, X(x) points to the interior of H. 
Proof. First we show that the existence of such an His necessary. By (b), 
the assumptions imply the existence of a real analytic retraction 01 that 
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commutes with the flow. Inasmuch as the range of 01 is a l-dimensional 
complex analytic manifold, if x E I and t, s are real numbers of small absolute 
value, then 9,(x, t + is) belongs to the range of 01 since 
pl(x, t + is) = p(a(x), t + is) = a(cp(x, t + is)). 
Because X does not vanish in J2, it follows that if x E E and is close enough 
to Q, there exists y E I and s E R, such that 
In particular, if x E M(SZ, w) we must have s = 0, since 
0 = lim Im(v(v(x, tn))) = Im(v(+))) 
Therefore there exists a compact M-neighborhood N of Q with the 
properties that a(N) = I and that the real solution through each point of N 
is Lyapunov stable (see [3, p. 1851); consequently 
$2 dist (~(2, t), I) = 0 
for each x E N. Moreover, on account of the elementary character of the 
periodic orbit I, it is easy to prove that 11 ~(x, t) - pl(ar(x), t)jl converges 
exponentially and uniformly to z&o for x EN. Then we may show as, in 
[4, Theorem 81, that 
V(x) = Srn II vJ(x, t) - “(P,(X, w fit 
0 
is differentiable and that U,(X) is negative for x E N, x $ I. 
Consider now the restriction of X to N, and letf: N + R be a P function 
that vanishes on the boundary of N and is positive elsewhere. The vector 
field fX defines a new flow #(x, t) on N and if x belongs to the interior of N, 
the same happens to $(x, t) for each t ,< 0. Now choose E > 0 such that 
v, = {x E N: V(x) < } c is a compact set contained in the interior of N and 
let T < 0 be such that #(V, , T)3 52, which is possible since &2, t) C V, 
if t is large enough. Then H = #(V, , T) is the required manifold. 
Since the necessity of condition (1) is an immediate consequence of (c) 
we prove next the “if” part. 
Let u > 0 be such that y(x, is) is defined and uniformly bounded for 
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x E H and 1 s / < a. The function g: H x (-a, u) -+ Cn, g(x, s) = ~(x, is) is 
locally a homeomorphism since from 
Im(+(x, is))) = s + Im(v(x>) 
it follows readily that ~(x, is) E M if x E M and s # 0. 
Therefore, the range of g contains a C”-neighborhood of Q and as 
q(v(x, is), t) = v(q(x, t), is) and (2) implies that ~(x, t) E H for x E H, t 3 0, 
we may deduce that the real solutions starting from that Cn-neighborhood 
of Q remain uniformly bounded in the future. Thus, I is a C-generic attractor 
and hence, by (b), an analyticial submanifold of Rn. Now condition (1) and 
(a) imply that I is an elementary attracting periodic motion. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be an analytic vector Jield and Q an admissible subset 
of R”. Then the following conditions are necessary and suficient for I to be an 
elementary attracting periodic motion: 
(1) The integral homology groups of Q are those of S. 
(2) There exists a real analytic closed l-form w, such that we(X) > 0 
for x E Q. 
(3) There exists a compact d@rentiable (2n - 1)-dimensional submanifold 
with boundary H of M(Q, w), Q C H, such that for each x in the boundary of 
H, the vector Jield (w,(X))-IX points to the interior of H. 
Proof. Necessity. I being a periodic orbit, we define on it the closed 
l-form 8, by e,(X) = 1 f or each x E 1. If (y. is the analytic retraction com- 
muting with the flow, given by (b), w = a*(6) satisfies (2) since 
wzw = hc,(%‘(X>) = 4,dX) = 1. 
On account of the previous proposition this proves the necessity. 
Su#iciency. Proposition 1 may be applied to 
Y = (w%(x))-1x 
since w(Y) = 1. The sufficiency follows from the fact that the real vector 
fields X and Y are geometrically equivalent when restricted to R”. 
C‘OROLLARY 1. Let X be an analytic vector $eld defined in R”. Then X has 
an elementary attracting periodic motion if and only if there exists an admissible 
Q and a d@rential form w satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. This result is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and of the 
existence of monotone Lyapunov functions for an attracting periodic motion. 
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Remarks. (i) It is clear that if X# and w# are Co-close enough to X and w 
in a suitable C”-neighborhood of Sz, then conditions (l), (2), or (3) of Theorem 
1 will be fulfilled by X# and w#, provided they are satisfied by X and w. 
(ii) From the proof of (c), the integral homolgy groups of H are also 
those of 9. On the other hand, for sufficiency, it is enough that the solutions 
starting from H remain uniformly bounded in the future, since this implies 
that a certain @-neighborhood of H will have the same property. 
(iii) Let X = (P(u, v), Q(u, v)) b e a real analytic vector field in 
R2 such that dB(,JX) > 0 for (u, r~) # (0, 0); here 0 = tg-l(o/u). Then, 
the manifold H is contained in M = {(u, o) E C2: UB = GV}. The mapping 
k: R3 -+ C2, 
k(x, y, 2) = (4 + iz), ~(1 + id) 
is injective in the complement of the z-axis and every (u, VJ) E M is in the 
range of k, except for those (u, w) # (0,O) with Re(u) = Re(o) = 0. 
If Y = (S(u, w), T(u, w)) is the vector field 
y = (4,,d(x>>-1x, 
then (k-l)’ (Y) is a vector field 2 defined in some subset of R3 and invariant 
under the symmetry (x, y, x) + (x, y, -z). The differential equation defined 
by Z is 
and our problem consists in finding the 2 positively invariant bounded regions 
of R3 that are symmetric with respect to the plane {(x, y, z) E R3: z = 01. 
Moreover, instead of the positive invariance, it is enough to have that the 
solutions issuing from such a region can be defined in the future. In fact, 
since on M, u # 0 (w # 0) and u E R (w E R) imply w E R (resp. I( E R), it is 
easy to show that there are values ur , u2 (resp. err , w2) such that no solution 
starting from our region can reach either the plane u = U, (w = wr) or the 
plane u = us (w = w2). Then we may show, as in [3, Proof of Corollary 21, 
that these solutions remain uniformly bounded in the future. 
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(iv) To look for a closed l-form w satisfying w,(X) > 0, for x E Sz, we 
may pick a real analytic l-form, w #, closed but not exact, and try to find a real 
constant c and a real polynomial P, such that 
w = cw# + dP 
satisfies the required properties, 
(v) We may get several results of the type of those obtained by Korolov, 
in the following way. Choose a closed l-form w defined on a given 52 (with 
the homology of S) and consider an M(Q, w). Next take a differentiable 
function V: C” + R such that $2 C {x E C”: V(x) < 0} and that the intersection 
H = (x E 0: V(x) < 0} n Mp, W) 
is compact. Then we may state: If X is a real analytic vector Jield for which 52 
is admissible, w%(X) # 0 for x E H, and (w(X))-1 X(V) < 0 for x E {x E C”: 
V(x) = O> n M(Q, w), then the maximal invariant set contained in D is an 
elementary attracting periodic motion. As an example, consider RS = {(x, y, z)} 
and the l-form r-l(-y dx + x dy), where r = x2 + y2. Let M = {(x, y, z) E 
Cs: Im(yg) = 0} and I/‘: C3 + R, V(x, y, z) = 1 x2 + y2 - 1 la + 1 z j2 - h, 
where k is a real number. Then 
H = ((x, y, z) E C3: V(x, y, z) < 0 andIm = 0) 
is compact. If X = (f, g, h) is a real analytic vector field, -yf + xg # 0 
on H and 
Re(r(-yf + xg)-l (2(xf + &(x2 + y* - 1) + zh)) < 0 
for 1 9 + y2 - 1 I2 + 1 z j2 = K, the assumptions of the above statement 
are satisfied. This is the case if, for instance, f = -y - x(r - l), g = 
x - y(r - I), h = -2rz + (r - 1) and K is chosen conveniently. 
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